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My primary gift is helping you to connect with your
Angels for guidance, assistance, healing, love and
illumination of your next step on your soul’s journey.

Christopher Dilts

hristopher Dilts assists people in connecting with their
Angels to receive inspiration, healing, wisdom, love and
joy.  He has been facilitating Angel gatherings, seminars

workshops and personal sessions in the Americas and Europe
for over six years.

After completing five years of intensive study in spiritual and
energetic healing, Christopher was ordained in the Church of
Divine Unity.  He has trained extensively with teachers from
the Barbara Brennan School of Healing®, Energy Mastery
School, and the Energy Healing Institute and is experienced in
the meditation traditions of Buddhism, Vipassana, Christian
mysticism and other meditation forms.

Christopher has been blessed with many opportunities to travel
and learn from medicine men and women, Christian mystics,
Buddhist monks, and spiritual healers from many of the world’s
spiritual traditions.

Christopher also has a broad range of management experience
including starting three high-tech corporations and executive
positions with software companies.  He is currently president of
the SeekersWay Foundation, a non-profit educational institution
that fosters understanding of the world’s major spiritual
traditions.  He has practiced yoga for 12 years and meditation
since his teens.

Christopher lives on the central California coast, where he is an
active member of the Sai Baba Center and loves running, hiking,
and playing guitar and keyboards.

Your experience with Chris will have a clear, postive
effect – it is sort of like a shot of spiritual adrenaline that
never wears off.

Brian Spillane
Corporate Director
Denver, Colorado

Contact Christopher for information about upcoming
workshops, appearances and personal sessions:



Christopher has accepted the “everyday miracle” of angels
and makes that experience real for anyone who wishes it.

Michael D. Hendrickson
Retired partner, “Big Five” accounting firm

Joy and Clarity and Sincerity abound in the work that
Christopher facilitates with others.  I recommend it
unequivocally.

Sharalynn Rocha
Owner, The Open Door Bookstore, Ltd.
Denver, Colorado

Christopher’s gentle way of working with clients engenders
trust.  His high level intuitive abilities allow him to then
focus on core issues which clients may not have been aware
of.  His connections with the spiritual realms, particularly the
angelic beings, allow him to channel through the healing
energy that is needed in the moment.  Put all this together,
and you have a teacher and healer extrordinare.

William H. Leyva, M.D.

Have you ever heard an angel laugh?  I have, in my sessions
with Chris Dilts.  A compassionate and devoted healer, Chris
brings through the profound and life changing messages from
the Angels, together with their incredible spirit of joy, humor,
and love.  I am extremely grateful.

Rebekah Edminster
Singer
Ojai, California

My Angel experience with Christopher was amazing!  I felt
like it made my heart sing.

A. Morris
Systems Engineer
Denver, Colorado

Chris Dilts brings the joy of a true channel of love & acceptance.
Hearing clear messages from my personal Angelic support, filled
my heart to the depths of my being.  Yes, Chris is truly gifted in
passing the sacred.

A. J. White
Executive
Hamilton, Montana

The thing that stays with me even now, is the feeling of being
enfolded in Angels’ Wings and being surrounded with uncondi-
tional love.  When I’m going to sleep or I’m waking up in the
middle of the night, I come back to that place and it is lovely.
Thank you so much!  Chris is such a gentle presence.

Claudia Frisbie
Assistant Studio Director for Talking Book Publishers
Denver, Colorado

Christopher helped me heal my physical body as well as my
spirit.  He acted as a bridge for me to receive healing energy.
Since my session with Chris, I’ve seen significant improvement in
my condition.

Gretchen Raisch
Artist and Illustrator
Eugene, Oregon

Through My Angel experience with Christopher, I am trans-
formed.  I went in with half a heart, if that.  I gave my heart
over to the possession of the angels for healing and it was as if I
was at home for the first time.  Now I feel as if I am operating as
a full being.

Priscilla Allen
Acupuncturist
Denver, Colorado

The Jewel of Your Soul
&

The Seed of Your Heart

he Jewel of your soul is your personal inspiration – your
purpose for being – expressed through  your inner gifts
and  abilities.  These Jewels are always present, linked to

the full force of creation.  The Angels can help deepen your clarity,
conviction and passion for expressing your gifts and connect you
with all the resources required to make your dreams come true.

Opening the Seed of your heart at the center of your being brings
these Jewels into full brilliance.  The resources,  relationships and
finances to  help you fully express the dreams of your heart and
soul become much more accessible.  Every difficult experience,
circumstance, relationship and every obstacle you encounter,
contains a gift to empower and enable your creative expression.

The Angels bring you very personalized methods to more easily
discover the purpose of the obstacles and blocks in your life –
helping you open the gifts within them – gifts of greater clarity,
wisdom, peace and increased creative ability.  The Angels help you
learn to recognize and accept divine help and assistance  in all its
forms.
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· Learn to sense messages from your Angels

· Connect with the inspiration of your soul

· Deepen your intuition and expand your creativity

· Be happier, healthier, and more secure

· Release fear, negative thoughts, guilt, doubt, and self-criticism

· Uncover and heal the false beliefs that limit your creativity

· Shift from fear and lack to joy, play and abundance

· Experience transformation during your evening dreams

· Receive divine help and assistance from the Angels
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